
Looking after your 
Mental Health during the 
Coronavirus Pandemic

The coronavirus outbreak is having an impact on everyone’s lives. During this time, you may be 

bored, frustrated or lonely. You may also feel low, worried, anxious, or be concerned about your 

health or that of those close to you. Remember it’s Ok to feel this way. Everyone reacts differently 

to events. How we think, feel and behave varies between different people and changes over time.  

It’s important that you take care of your mind as well as your body. 

Keep up your routines where possible – for example, 
if you play cards with your friends on a weeknight, 
try keeping this in the diary and playing a game on a 
video call instead. Or potentially join one of the many 
online quizzes hosted on Facebook or YouTube, 
playing as a team. Or use this time to establish new 
routines. 

Avoid family arguments. Family tensions may 
rise during lockdown, tempers may be frayed 
and we may feel less able to keep our responses 
proportional.  At time of tension it may help to take 
a pause, walk away and go to a different room in the 
house. Take a few deep breaths and come back to 
the situation when you’re feeling in a calmer frame of 
mind. Try to empathise with the other person’s point 
of view/feeling, think about different ways that you 
could respond. 

Prioritise time for yourself. The challenge for 
May is to take 30 minutes each day to be kind 
to yourself. You could try reading or watching 
a programme, exercising, trying new relaxation 
techniques, or learning something new, or you  
may just want to use this time to rest.   

Don’t watch too much news. Whilst it’s important 
to keep up to date with the latest news on 
coronavirus, it can be overwhelming, so in order 
to manage any feelings of anxiety consider only 
checking the news and social media once a day 
and make sure you get your news from trusted 
news sites.

Think about what you’re eating, eating a balanced 
diet helps to keep you well and fuels your body  
and mind. 

Maintain social contact. One 
of the feelings millions of 
us are experiencing during 
the coronavirus pandemic 
is loneliness. Our usual ways 
of seeing family, friends, 
colleagues have been put 
on pause. This means that 
we need to find new ways 
of keeping in touch. Staying 
in touch via video calls, 
WhatsApp or just regular 
phone calls, is vital. If you’re 
not tech savvy, regular phone 
calls, messages or even writing 
letters are lovely ways to show 
someone that you’re thinking 
of them. 

Tips to help if you’re worried about coronavirus:



Limit your alcohol intake. In uncertain times like 
these you may well feel overwhelmed and it can 
be tempting to reach for a bottle to help cope 
with the boredom and uncertainty and as a way 
of dealing with your emotions but alcohol is a 
depressant. 

Instead try to adapt positive coping strategies 
such as talking about how you’re feeling to loved 
ones or professionals. 

Getting enough sleep is important for maintaining 
positive mental health. Good quality sleep makes a 
difference to how we feel, so it’s important to get 
enough. Try to maintain a regular sleeping pattern 
by going to sleep at the same time each night. 

Do something relaxing before you go to bed or try 
breathing exercises or mindfulness exercises. Avoid 
caffeine in the hours before going to bed. If your 
mind is racing try writing a daily diary before bed to 
help transfer your thoughts on to paper. 

Make your room as dark as possible or wear an 
eye mask, limit screen time before bed, if noise 
is an issue use ear plugs to block out sound, if 
you’re struggling to fall to sleep then get up and 
do something relaxing, then go back to bed when 
you’re feeling sleepier. 

Exercise helps both 
your physical and your 
mental health, if you can 
go outside then go for a 
regular walk, or if you are 
unable to go outside or 
would prefer to exercise 
at home then try some 
online exercise classes.



The Coping Calendar has 30 suggested actions to look after ourselves and each 
other as we face this global crisis.

Some ways to help you stay positive 
and happy during this crisis are:

• Be open – accept challenging or negative feelings and emotions  
for what they are without trying to suppress them, acknowledge the 
thought or feeling for what it is rather than struggling to change it. 

• Be aware – savour the small moments, be fully present rather than 
worrying about what has happened or what may happen.  

• Be engaged/active – take time to consider what’s important to  
you, make a list of things you’ve not had time to do around the  
house and tick these off as you do them. 

• Practice self-compassion – often we say hurtful or critical things  
to ourselves, be aware of our inner voice and practice being kind  
to ourselves

• Be grateful – both to ourselves and to others, look to identify at  
least one thing each day to be thankful for. 

May I be granted the 
serenity to accept 
the things that I 
cannot change, the 
courage to change 
the things that I can  
and the wisdom to 
know the difference 
between the two.

These are trying times, but they offer an opportunity to build resilience. By being open, aware, 
engaged and active, practicing self-compassion and gratitude, we can build resilience in these  
difficult moments. For more information visit: www.actionforhappiness.org



• How we cope with the ups and downs
of everyday life

• How we feel about ourselves and our life

• How we see ourselves and our future

• How we deal with negative things that
happen in our life

• Our self-esteem or confidence

• How stress affects us

Ask yourself:

• How do you know when your mental health
is starting to deteriorate?

• What are the signs that you might spot?

• What signs might someone close to
you spot?

The following are good barometers of the quality of our mental health: 

Don’t be afraid to ask for help if your mental health is starting to deteriorate
or you’re struggling to cope during these unprecedented times.

Building Resilience 
10 keys to happier living. These 10 areas 

have been identified as key to helping to 

us stay mentally well. 

Giving do things for others,  
altruistic gestures, small 
acts of kindness

Relating connect with people

Exercising take care of your body

Awareness live life mindfully

Trying out keep learning new things

Direction have goals to work towards

Resilience  find ways to bounce back

Emotions look for what’s good

Acceptance be comfortable with who 
you are

Meaning be part of something bigger

To access support, use the 
links below:

• Samaritans

• Mind

• Anxiety UK

• Police Mutual Care Line

• How to look after your mental health
during the Coronavirus outbreak
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Police Mutual Assurance Society Limited, trading as Police Mutual, is an incorporated friendly society. 
PMHC Limited, trading as Police Mutual, is registered in England & Wales No. 03018474. Registered office: 
Alexandra House, Queen Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire, WS13 6QS.  For your security, all telephone calls 
are recorded and may be monitored 

Call us 01543 441630  
Visit policemutual.co.uk

We’re open from  
9am - 5pm Mon - Fri

For more information about the products and services 
available from Police Mutual:

Source - actionforhappiness.org

https://www.samaritans.org/
https://www.mind.org.uk/
https://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/
https://www.policemutual.co.uk/why-us/for-you/care-line/
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/coronavirus

